Hello!
We are Zombi Paella, a small board game developer and publisher from
València, Spain. We make accessible games with original themes and
beautiful gothic art style. We are looking for international partners to
publish or distribute our games all over the world.
Let us present our best seller “La Fallera Calavera” (The Zombie Paella) and
our other projects.

“The Zombie Paella” (Original title: La Fallera Calavera, 2014)
Did you know that paella, one of the most famous dishes in the world, was created in
València (Spain)? In this mortally addictive card game, zombies come from València and
don’t eat brains... but paella! The first player who gathers 5 ingredients to cook a paella
will win the game. But be careful! Players can attack each other to steal their ingredients
and use all kind of cunning tricks to spoil their competitors’ strategies!
This set collection game of 102 cards is as simple as it is addictive. Its core mechanics
are hand management, combat, and “take that!” cards. The Zombie Paella, known in
Spain as “La Fallera Calavera,” has been a stunning phenomenon in València, where
the game has already sold more than 60.000 units (10 editions), has two expansion
packs, and has been adapted as both a novel and a play, about to be premiered. The
game’s success comes from its wonderful gothic artwork, its sense of humour, and its
simplicity, which appeals to all kinds of players.
•
•
•

Game components: 102 cards (language dependent), rules.
Age: 10+ years. Players: 2-5 players. Playing time: 20-40 min.
Retail Price in Spain: 16,95€

“The Hort Family”: Your first resource management game (2020)
Are you looking for a simple and accessible resource management game? Do you want
to introduce new players or families into strategy? The Hort Family is a light farming
eurogame in which money, water and fertilizer management are the keys. Four
grandchildren compete to inherit their ghost grandmother’s land by planting
vegetables, carnivorous flowers, and even mandrakes. Hortensia, their ghost
grandmother, will visit them three times, always coinciding with the red moon. After her
three appearances, whoever has become the most experienced farmer will inherit her
land.
The game, released at the end of 2020 in Spain, is played in rounds, with each round
consisting of five simple steps (market, purchase, fertilizer, watering, and sale). Thanks
to its accessible but strategic mechanics and beautiful gothic illustrations, The Hort
Family has sold more than 5.000 units in Spain and has already been reprinted in its first
year. Components have no language dependence, and the game already includes rules
in English, Spanish and Catalan.
• Game components: 4 different double-sided boards;
41 crop, utensil and animal tiles; 6 round cards; 64
water and fertilizer counters; 48 coins; 4 experience
markers; trilingual rule booklet.
• Age: 8+ years.
• Players: 2-4 players.
• Playing time: 30 min.
• Retail Price in Spain: 24,95€

“Alakazum! Witches and traditions” (2018)
Five Spanish witches fight against the American cultural invasion in this card game.
Players must collect characters of the same culture (Valencian, Catalan, Galician,
Basque or Andalusian) and level them up. When their team is strong enough, players
may try to defeat a final boss —an American tradition— in order to win the game. During
their quest, players may trade their objects, feed their own characters to protect or
strengthen them, fight against other players to steal their characters, or cast one of the
seven available spells. This is a game where flexibility, adaptability and hand
management are a must. Players will need to interact with each other not only to
achieve their own goals, but also to spoil their opponents’ strategies.
•
•
•

Game components: 104 cards, 10 magic scrolls, 1 die, rules booklet.
Age: 10+ years. Players: 2-5 players. Playing time: 20-40 min.
Retail Price in Spain: 18,95€

“Alakazum 2” (Expansion, December 2021)
The magic continues in this expansion with 70 additional cards and a new game mode.
Available in Spain in December 2021.

